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ABSTRACT 

Heat transfer is a one of the important process, which is included very large application in all-human life. It can 

be ranged from conversion, exploitation, and thermal energy recovery in very large industrial application, 

commercial and domestic applications. It is most important in industrial application and important to be efficient 

added, transformed and removed. There are several methods of heat transfer; one of importance methods is the 

forced convection heat transfer. Some of common applications of heat transfer in pharmacy, steam generation 

condensation process in power plant in diastral application and agricultural product thus there is applications of 

heat increasing techniques of the forced convection heat transfer. The present paper comprises a review on 

enhancement of forced convection heat transfer using passive techniques. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Convective heat transfer is resulted by the fluid macroscopic portions motion and mixing. These processes include 

heat transfer by both diffusion and advection. The diffusion involves the fluids small particles motion randomly. 

Advection involves transportation of heat in the fluid by larger scale motion. Different researchers have studied 

the twisted tape technology both experimentally and numerically. The results emphasize that using twisted tape 

leads to enhance convective heat transfer coefficient. Insertion of such geometries may lead to increase the 

pressure drop and friction factor, which lead to enhance the heat transfer characteristics [1-7]. The summation of 

heat transfer by the advection and the diffusion is the convective heat transfer. Generally, convection heat transfer 

depends on velocity of the fluid, viscosity, the heat flux, the roughness of heat transfer surface, flow type (single 

phase/two phase), etc. [8]. Generally, the forced convection method boils down the fluids forced over the heat 

transfer surface by an external means like a fan or pump not by buoyancy forces due to temperature gradient. 

Forced convection is used for increasing the heat transfer rate. The forced convection is characterized by Reynolds 

number [9]. 

Enhancement techniques are divided into three categories: active, passive, and combined techniques. Active 

techniques require external power input to use the wanted flow for enhancement in the heat transfer rate. This 

technique consists of a composite design required to external power input, so it is difficultly used for many 

systems. Vibrated surfaces and rotating cylinders examples of active techniques enhancement. Passive technique 

unwanted to any external input power. The additional power that requires to heat transfer enhancement is taken 

from the available power in system, which led to maximum pressure drop in the fluid. It is mainly consisting of 

insertion a simple geometry in the flow channel to improve the heat transfer rate. So, it is commonly used in the 

internal convective flow applications. Twisted types, conical rings and twisted angles, tabulators insert examples 

for these techniques. Compound Techniques (Hybrid Techniques) includes both the two above methods at same 

time, which it gets greater enhancement than any one of them alone.  
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The main aim of the above techniques is to increasing the fluid convection rate and therefore increasing heat 

transfer rate. The limitations of this technique are represented by difficulty in manufacturing complex installation 

and the required additional power. So, this technique is used for special applications [10]. The enhancement of 

heat transfer process by forced convection inside conduits using active and passive techniques has received an 

extensive attention because wide engineering applications. Applications include power plants, air-conditioning 

systems, heat exchangers, turbines, heating systems, etc. The present review paper has focused on the 

experimental and theoretical investigations that used passive techniques. Measurements included heat transfer 

coefficient and pressure drop through conduits.  

Experimental Investigations 

Yakut Kenan etal (2004), [8] used a conical-ring turbulators inserted in a model pipe-line to improve heat transfer 

in heat exchangers. The study showed that the Nusselt number increases as Reynolds number increases, and the 

rate of heat transfer increases by 250 % at 10 mm pitch.  Ahmed et al. (2005), [9] used twisted tape inserted inside 

a circular tube at three different twisted ratios. All calculations of heat transfer and fluid flow parameters were 

based on the inside diameter of the tube that varied between 2.0 × 10-4 and 5.5 × 10-4. It was noticed that the 

average heat transfer coefficient ranged between 1.3 and 3 times higher than that of the plain.  Noothong et al. 

(2006), [10] used twisted tape inserted inside tube with different twisted ratios. It was concluded that the maximum 

heat transfer rates for using the devices with twist ratios y = 5.0 and 7.0 were 188% and 159%, squinty, higher 

than Nusselt numbers for the plain tube without using twisted types.  

Kittisak Yongsiri et al. (2006), [11] used nozzle tabulators and swirl generator inserted inside hot circular tube 

to improve the heat transfer rate. It was observed that the heat transfer rate and friction factor increased when 

pitch ratio decreased, the maximum Nusselt numbers for both the enhancement devices with pitch ratios (2.0, 4.0 

and 7.0) were (374%, 342% and 309%); sequentially, when they compared with the plain tube. Promvonge et 

al.(2007), [12] used a twisted-tape and conical-ring as a swirl generator inserted inside hot tube to study 

enhancement of heat transfer. The results show that the tube fitted with enhancement devices increased the Nusselt 

number from (4 to 10) % and the enhancement efficiency from (4 to 8) % higher than that used with the conical-

ring alone.  Eiamsa and Promvonge (2007), [13] submitted another study in which inserting helical screw-tape 

with and without core-rod in double tube heat exchanger. It was shown that the increase in average Nusselt number 

with using of the loose-fit, helical tape with core-rod was 230% and without core-rod was 340%, over the plain 

tube. The friction factor was 50% less than that for the one with core-rod, and in the other hand the Nusselt number 

was higher by 50%.  

Ranjit and Amit (2008), [14] used twisted tape and twisted angles as a tabulators inserted in the path of the flow 

inside a circular tube. It was found that the average Nusselt number varied from 1.16 to 2.87 times the plain tube 

values but the friction factor increased between 4 and 9.6 times the plain tube readings. Naga Sarada S.et al. 

(2009), [15] studied the heat transfer enhancement in  horizontal tube with means of mesh inserts. Air used as a 

testing fluid. The Nusselt number reached to 1.86 times above the plain tube value, and the maximum pressure 

drop reaches to 8.6 Pa. Murugesan et al.(2009), [16] used a trapezoidal-cut twisted tape with fitted inside a 

circular tube. High rates of heat transfer and pressure drop were obtained when using twisted tape with trapezoidal-

cut inserts. Kumar and Prasad (2009), [17] used twisted tape inserted inside the solar water heater tubes. Results 

show that the modified device had more efficient than the basically one, it could be a good choice for circulation 

of solar energy devices in locally.  

Anil Yadav et al.(2009), [18] used a half-length twisted tape as a swirl generator inserted in tube of a U-bend 

double pipe heat exchanger. The experimental results registered an increasing in the heat transfer coefficient by 

40 percent with half-length twisted tape greater than that for slandered heat exchanger. Naga et al.(2010), [19] 

used a varying width twisted tape inserts with using air as a testing fluid to decrease the excessive pressure drops 

impacted from full width twisted tape, that reduced the heat transfer coefficients. The results explained that the 

heat transfer enhancement with twisted tape inserts changed from (36% to 48%) for full width (26mm) when 

compared with that for the plain tube, and (33% to 39%) for reduced width (22 mm) inserts. Smith Eiamsa-ard 

et al. (2010), [20] studied performance cooperation by insertion of three different twisted types; single twisted 

tape, full-length dual and regularly-spaced dual, as a tabulators  in a circular tube. The study shows that when 
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using the full-length dual twisted tapes at (Y=3, Y=4 and 5) sequentially, the average Nusselt number and friction 

factor were146%, 135% and 128%; and that means 2.56, 2.17 and 1.95 greater than that for the plain tube. 

Kongkaitpaiboon et al. (2010), [21] used a perforated conical-ring as a tabulator to enhance the heat transfer rate 

in  the heat exchangers. It founded that the heat transfer rate up to about 137% over that in the basic plain tube 

when the perforated conical-ring was used, and the thermal performance factor increased to about 0.92 at the same 

operation conditions.  

Akeel and Ameer (2011), [22] used a six different types of twisted tape (typical twisted tape, regularly spaced 

twisted tape, triangular-cut twisted tape, rectangular-cut twisted tape, semicircular-cut twisted tape, and drilled 

twisted tape) inserted inside a tube with different twisted ratios. The results show that the increasing in the heat 

transfer enhancement followed the type of twisted tape inserts from one to six, consequently. Panida and Eiamsa-

Ard.(2012), [23] made a visualization of flow characteristics caused by twisted tape of alternate-axis and 

comparing it with that caused from typical twisted tape. It was noticed that alternate-axis twisted tape gave better 

heat transfer rate and fluid mixing than the typical twisted tape at the same operation conditions. Veeresh and 

Sarviya (2012), [24] used a twisted wire mish inserts as a swirl generator inside a pipe. It was concluded that the 

heat transfer rate increases by 2.09 and, 1.69 times than the plain tube, respectively for each above twisted ratios, 

and the friction factor also increased by 4.3, and 4.0 times above the plain tube. Nishidha and Basavaraj (2013), 

[25] used a conical convergent ring inserted inside tube. The results show that the heat transfer coefficients of 

water increase by 77.88%, and the average values of heat transfer coefficient is 2876.35 for plain tube and reaches 

to 6340.05 with inserts, and mean the increasing in heat transfer coefficient reaches to 54.63 %. 

Mahdi, et al. (2013), [26] used shell and helical coil tube heat exchanger with and without using addition 

nanofluid as a working fluid. The study consisted of two general elements: the first element included designing 

of helical coil heat exchanger with the best curvature ratio of 17, and beast helical coil pitch to study the heat 

transfer coefficient without Nano-fluid. The results show that increasing in the heat transfer coefficient, and 

thermal conductivity by 20 % when Nano-fluid is used. Saha et al. (2013), [27] used a rounded duct had integral 

helical crispy roughness and helical screw tape inserted inside a circular tube. It was noticed that the Nusselt 

number increased by 10% –75%, and the friction factor increased by 10%–50% with combined of integral helical 

corrugation roughness and helical screw tape used when compared with fine tube. Salam et al (2013), [28] used 

rectangular-cut twisted tape inserted inside a uniformly heated circular tube. The Nusselt numbers with 

rectangular-cut twisted tape insert improve by 2.3 to 2.9 times, while the friction factors increase by 1.4 to 1.8 

times when compared with the fine tube. Suvanjan Bhattacharyya  et al. (2013), [29]  studied the heat transfer 

enhancement inside a circular tube fitted with centre-cleared twisted-tape. The results show that the center-cleared 

twisted tapes that combined with transverse ribs performance has better than the individual enhancement 

technique for laminar flow. This result could consider in the design of heat exchangers and solar heaters. Heydar 

Maddah et al. (2014), [30] used (TiO2) nanofluid as a working fluid in double pipe heat exchanger operating with 

twisted tape inserts. It was shown that the heat transfer and overall heat transfer coefficient increased by about 

12% to 20% when they compared with the basic fluid, increased the efficiency about 10% to 30% when it 

compared with the basic fluid, and increased the friction factor about 2% to 2.5% when it compared with the basic 

fluid.  

Akeel and Asmaa (2015), [31] studied the effect of inclination angle on the heat transfer process inside circular 

tube fitted with conical nozzles. The heat transfer rate and friction factor increase by about 270% and 195% for 

vertical position (𝜃 = 90𝑜), and by about 280% and 207% for horizontal position (𝜃 = 0𝑜), respectively.  

Changzhong et al. (2016), [32] used an alternation of clockwise and counterclockwise twisted tape and typical 

twisted tape inserted in inner tube of dual-pipe heat exchanger with single-phase forced convective flow.  It was 

observed that the alternation of clockwise twisted tape had better heat transfer enhancement than the typical 

twisted tape. Durgesh et al. (2017), [33] used a copper and aluminum conical rings The results showed that the 

conical ring of copper with a 3mm thick and 30mm pitch gives higher Nusselt number by 50% (for copper conical 

rings) and 58% (for aluminum conical rings) than that without insert.  Razzaq et al. (2017), [34] used a U-cut 

twisted tape inserted into copper tube with  water as a working fluid. At comparable Reynolds number, Nusselt 

number was enhanced by 2.76 to 3.24 times, the friction factor was increased by 1.6 to 2.0 times, heat flux was 

increased by 1.54 to 1.75 times and the convective heat transfer coefficient was increased by 2.77 to 3.04 times 

when compared with the results of the smooth plain tube. Fuskele and Sarviya (2019), [35] used continuous 
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rectangular cut edges twisted tape inserted inside a rounded tube to study the changes of heat transfer and pressure 

drop. It was concluded that the performance ratio for continuous rectangular cut edges twisted tape was more by 

1.56 than the maximum value registered in a water case.  Table 1 shows a summary of the experimental literatures. 

Table 1. Summary of the experimental literatures 

Author(s) Name Geometry 
Enhancement 

Technique 
Parameters 

Kenan and Bayram 

(2004), [8] 
 

conical-ring 

turbulators 

Re=5000-18000, pitch=10, 

20- and 30-mm  

Ahmed et al. (2005), [9] 

 

twisted tape 
Re=20000-60000, pitch 

ratios (Y=23, 11.5 and 8) 

Watcharin et al. (2006), 

[10] 
 

twisted tape Re=2000-12000 

Kittisak et al. (2006), [11] 

 

nozzle tabulators and 

swirl generator 

Re=8000-18000, pitch ratios 

of (2.0, 4.0, and 7.0) 

Promvonge and Eiamsa-

ard (2007), [12] 

 

twisted-tape and 

conical-ring 

Re=6000-26000, twisted 

ratios (Y=3.75 and Y=7.5). 

Eiamsa and Promvonge 

(2007), [13] 

 

helical screw-tape with 

and without core-rod 
2000-12000 

Ranjit and Amit (2008), 

[14] 

 

twisted tape and 

twisted angles 

Three twisted tapes of 

(Y=2.149, 3.127, and 4.705) 

and five twisted angles of 

(y=∞, 2.915, 3.612, 4.105 & 

5.07).  

Naga Sarada et al. 

(2009),[15] 

 

means of mesh inserts 

Re=7000-14000, 16 types of 

mesh inserts with a screen 

diameter of (10, 14, 18, and 

22) mm.  

Murugesan et al.(2009), 

[16] 

 

full length trapezoidal -

cut twisted tape 
Re=2000-12000 
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Kumar and Prasad 

(2009), [17] 

 

twisted tape inserted 

inside the solar water 

heater tubes 

Re=4000 – 20000, , and 

pitches ratios (H/W) 

between 3 and 12. 

Anil (2009), [18] 
 

half-length twisted 

tape 

The mass flow rate ranged 

between 4 and 40 (l/min). 

S. Naga et al.[19] (2010) 

 

varying width twisted 

tape 

Re=6000-13500, twist ratios 

(Y=3, 4, and 5). widths for 

each one. 

Smith Eiamsa-ard et al. 

(2010), [20] 

 

 

single twisted tape, 

full-length dual and 

regularly-spaced dual, 

as tabulators 

Re=4000-19000, twist ratios 

(Y=3, 4 and 5. 

Kongkaitpaiboon et al. 

(2010), [21] 

 

perforated conical-ring 

Re=4000-20000, pitch ratios 

were: (4, 6, and 12), and 

perforated holes numbers 

were: (4, 6, and 8) holes. air 

was a working fluid. 

Akeel & Jadoaa. (2011), 

[22] 
-------------- 

Five shapes of twisted 

tape were used. 
Re=4500-23500,  

Panida and Eiamsa-Ard 

[23] (2012) 

 

twisted tape of 

alternate-axis 
Re=3000-15000,  

Veeresh and Sarviya 

(2012), [24] 

 

twisted wire mesh 
Re=5000-35000, twisted 

ratios (Y=5) and (Y=7). 

Nishidha and Basavaraj 

(2013) ,[25] 

 

conical convergent 

ring 
Re=15000-25000 

Mahdi et al. (2013), [26] 

 

shell and helical coil 

Re=4000-7000 

Nano fluid with many 

volume concentrations 

(𝜑=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8) % 

per volume 

Saha, S.K.J.C.E.C. 

(2013), [27] 

 

integral helical crispy 

roughness and helical 

screw tape 

Re=1000-10000.  
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Bodius Salam et 

al(2013),[28], 

 

rectangular-cut twisted 

tape of 5.25 twist ratio 

Re=10000-19000.  

(Y=5.25), Q=14 to 22 

kW/m2 for fine tube, 23 to 40 

kW/m2 for tube with 

rectangular-cut twisted tape 

insert. 

Suvanjan et al. (2013), 

[29] 
 

 

centre-cleared twisted-

tape 
-------- 

Heydar et al. (2014), [30] 

 

twisted tape 

Re=9000-29000, Nano fluid 

(TiO2), pitch=3.5, and 

volume concentration = 

0.01%,  

Akeel and Asmaa, 

(2015), [31] 

 

conical nozzles and 

twisted tape 

Re=5000-23000. 

d/D=0.538. twist ratios 

(Y=2, 3, and Y=6). 

Changzhong Man et al, 

(2017),[32] 

 

 

alternation of 

clockwise and 

counterclockwise 

twisted tape 

Re=3000-9000, water was 

used as a working fluid  

Durgesh et al. (2017), 

[33] 

 

copper and aluminum 

conical rings 

Re=5000-15000, pitches =3 

cm and 5 cm  

Razzaq et al. (2017) ,[34] 

 

U-cut twisted tape Re=10153 – 19217 

Fuskele and Sarviya 

(2019), [35] 
---------------------- 

continuous rectangular 

cut edges twisted tape 

Re=4000-20000, twisted 

ratios Y=5 and 3 were taken. 

Theoretical Investigations 

You (2002), [36] analyzed the fully developed laminar flow inside circular tube fitted with helically twisted stream 

path. The simulation work was represented by a semi-round cross-segment geometry by using the finite volume 

method. It was concluded that the Nusselt number with twisted ratio (Y=3) is higher than that in other twisted 

ratios and the friction factor increases due to swirl flow generation.  Liu et al. (2010), [37] used two models 

ordered to enhance the heat transfer in the laminar and turbulent flow inside a tube. The results show that the heat 

transfer process in the flow core enhances with using of swirl vane. Guo et al. (2011), [38], studied the thermos-

hydraulic performance of two kinds of twisted types inserted inside tube. The results showed that, the thermal 

performance factor of the center-cleared twisted tape tube could be enhanced by 7% to 20% when compared with 

the tube with conventional twisted tape. Mohanty et al. (2014),[39] analyzed the heat transfer in a counter double 

pipe heat exchanger fitted with twisted tape insert.  

The results show that the enhancement in heat transfer coefficient increases from 13.12 % to 16.13 % when it 

compared with the case of smooth tube with increase of friction factor from 3.5 % to 3.653 %. Muhammad 

Ahsan. (2014), [40] formulated a 3D model (CFD) model for a turbulent flow inside a pipe to have a significant 

see for the fluid flow and pressure drop in a pipe. The results included the Reynolds number effects on the 
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turbulence intensity, the mean shear stress and friction factor. Liu and Bai (2015), [41] solved the problem of 

steady turbulent forced convection and air flow characteristics in a tube. They used a helical vortex of short twisted 

tape as a secondary flow to observe downstream. The results show that the helical vortices intensities increase 

with increase in Reynolds numbers, and the direction had agreement with the intensities of the swirl. Table 2 

shows a summary of theoretical literatures. 

Table 2. Summary of theoretical literatures. 

Author(s) Name Geometry 
Enhancement 

Technique 
Parameters 

You (2002), [36] ------------------ 
helically twisted 

stream path in tube 

Re=20 – 1200., twisted 

ratios were (Y=12), (Y=6), 

and (Y=3).   

Liu et al. (2010), [37] 

 

swirling vane in a tube 

Re=3000-15000, a constant 

heat flux on tube wall was 

15000W/m2. 

Guo et al. (2011), [38] 

 

center-cleared twisted 

tape 
400-1800 

Mohanty et al. 

(2014),[39] 
----------------- twisted tape 

Re=2400- 4700, the twisted 

ratios were (Y=1, 1.7, 2.75, 

3.6, and 5). 

Muhammad 

Ahsan.(2014),[40] 
------------------- Plain tube Re=10000-40000,  

Liu, W. and 

B.J.C.S.i.T.E. Bai, [41] 

 

Short twisted tape 

 
Re=2.5*104 -1*105,  

Combined Experimental-Theoretical Investigations          

Cui and Yong-Zhang (2010), [42] worked 3-D numerical simulations to study the heat transfer and the pressure 

drop characteristics of  air flow inside a circular tube with two types of inserts. The results showed that Nusselt 

number of the tube with edge fold-twisted tape was from 3.9% to 9.2% higher than the spiral-twisted-tape, and 

the friction factor of the tube with edge fold-twisted tape was from 8.7% to 74% higher than the spiral twisted 

tape friction factor. Eiamsa-ard and Seemwute (2012), [43] examined the heat transfer coefficient and flow 

properties for a turbulent flow generated by insertion of two different twisted tapes: typical twist tapes and short-

length twisted tapes. The results showed that the tube with the two above twisted types had a higher Nusselt 

number than the fine tube by about 70% for typical twist tape and 23% for short-length twisted tape at twisted 

ratio (Y=3). Rao and Kiran (2014), [44] investigated the heat transfer process and turbulent flow inside a counter 

heat exchanger concentric tube by using the twisted tape and helical tape twisted as enhancement devices. It was 

observed that the Nusselt number increases by 3.36 times at (Y=5.556) as compared to the plain tube case. While, 

the friction factor increases by 10.39 times at the same case.  Sivakumar and Rajan (2015), [45] used concentric 

tube fitted with twisted tape inserts.  

The analyzed results show that the heat transfer enhancement was ranged from 7% to 10% and the friction factor 

decreases by 2% to 6% compared with that for plain tube. Panitapu et al. (2016), [46] improved the heat transfer 
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in  counter two pass twofold pipe heat exchanger by using twisted tape inserts. The twisted tape was made of 

Aluminum. It was concluded that the Nusselt number increases from 15 % to 45 % at (Y=10) when it compared 

with plain tube case. Habeeb (2017), [47] studied the heat transfer enhancement in counter flow concentric double 

pipe heat exchanger fitted with typical twisted tape inserts with using Nano-fluid as a working fluid. The results 

show that the maximum heat transfer enhancement was obtained by using twisted tape inserts with Fe3O4 (20 nm) 

– distilled water Nano-fluid. Fagr et al .(2020),[48] used  twisted tapes with decreased tapered configurations 

fitted inside a tube. The results explained that there is very slight difference in thermal performance factor between 

decreased tapered twisted tape and the typical twisted tape in some inserting cases of the study. Table 3 shows a 

summary of theoretical and experimental literatures. 

Table 3. Summary of combined literatures review 

Author(s) Name Geometry 
Enhancement 

Technique 
Parameters 

Cui,Yong-zhang (2010), 

[42] 
--------------------- 

Edge fold-Twisted 

Tape and classic 

Spiral-Twisted-Tape 

Re=2500 – 9500, Y for both 

insert =5.4 to 11.4.  

Eiamsa-ard and 

Seemwute (2012), [43] 
-------------------- 

typical and short-

length twist tapes 
Re=5200 - 15300 

Rao and Kiran (2014), 

[44] 
--------------------- 

twisted-tape and 

helical-tape 

Re=4000 – 20000, hot and 

water temperatures = 80oC 

and 27oC. twisted ratio 

Y=4.167, 5.556, and 6.944. 

Sivakumar & Rajan, 

(2015), [45] 
---------------------- twisted tape 

Re=7000-14000, twisted 

ratios (Y=2.52, 3, and 3.2).  

Panitapu et al. (2016), 

[46] 
--------------------- twisted tape 

Re=7000 – 23,000, with a 

twisted-ratio of Y=10 

Habeeb & Mohammed 

(2017), [47] 

 

typical twisted tape 

Re=6197 - 39554 

Nano-fluid (testing fluid), 

concentration ratios were: 

(φ=0.5) %, (φ=1) %, and 

(φ=2) %.  

Fagr et al .(2020),[48] 

 

decreased tapered 

twisted tape 

Re=10000-40000, Air was 

chosen as a testing fluid. 
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